
Community Oversight in Raleigh

For justice in policing

Our current accountability mechanism is not sufficient. Police police police through their own
"internal affairs department." The complainant never finds out how an investigation was
conducted or if/how an officer was disciplined.
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RPD receives about

31
complaints per year

In a city of about

464,758
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Conflict of interest:
police policing police

Not transparent:
Complainent does not have
access to details of
investigation or disciplinary
action taken.

The Current System

Fear: People most at risk
perceive this bias and fear
retaliation so they don't report.

Real Accountability

Investigatory Power &
Funding
The Board can conduct full
independent investigations
of any complaints brought
before it by community.
Requires adequate funding.

Personnel File Access
The board will have
access to officers'
personnel files in order to
conduct investigations and
make disciplinary
decisions based on their
prior behavior.

Subpoena Power
The board can compel
officer testimony and
request evidence and
data from the police
department.

Disciplinary Power
The board makes
disciplinary decicions,
barring a "clear error" in
the board's investigation.

Policy audit power: The board will regularly
request, compile, and publish policing data and
community feedback in order to identify trends and
patterns in Raleigh policing and make
recommendations regarding departmental operating
procedures and training.

The Process

Complaint received Board conducts
hearings

Staff reports
findings to
board

Board staff
investigates
complaint

Board makes
disciplinary
descion, when
applicable

Board publishes
public report

ANNUAL REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY
Complaints received
Discipline applied
Operations and budget report
Summary of community feedback
Summary of police department policing data
collected
Recommendations to improve police
department policy and training



The Board
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Mayor appoints
Council elects
Community orgs
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Criminal-justice
involved

People of color
members

at least

Must be: a Raleigh resident or business owner | have no legal
claims pending against the city, its departments or employees |
fully commit to the oversight board training program including

racial equity training.

Advisory does not mean
accountability

An alternative community advisory board proposal has been made to the
Raleigh City Council. This proposal is:

Continues the
cycle of police

policing
themsevles by
including police
representation on

the board.

Conflict-of-Interest

Focuses on what
the community
should do

differently to avoid
police abuse like
not playing loud

music.

Victim-blames

Would have no
authority or
financial

resources to
investigate or
discipline police.

Is Advisory

Number of review boards in the
state with some combination of
ADVISORY, INVESTIGATORY,

and SUBPOENA power.
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Boards without power are often used
to protect misconduct because the
police can claim it went through the

proper channels.

What Can I Do?

Make a donation to
Raleigh PACT at

www.raleighpact.org
/donate to sustain

our work.
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Follow Raleigh
PACT on Facebook
and text JUSTICE to
864237 to keep up-

to-date on
opportunities to
mobilize for
meaningful
accountability.
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Email
CityCouncilMember
s@raleighnc.gov
and Assistant City

Manager
(marchell.adams-
david@raleighnc.go
v) to let them know
you support the
Raleigh PACT

community oversight
board proposal.
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For more information visit www.raleighpact.org
The Raleigh Police Accountability Community Taskforce has been
advocating for equity, transparency, and accountability in Raleigh

policing since February 2016.


